
 
 
PROGRESS ON YEAR PLAN  
Objective 4: Operating policy organization has been considered through various lenses 
and styles to help break down barriers in communication through consistent policy 
communication. Current plans require a more stable state of MSU operating policy 
before categories can receive appropriate organizational divisions and numbers/letters. 
Objective 6: Master policy documents are currently uploaded for bylaws but have yet to 
appear on operating policy and corporate bylaw pages. These will act as apt substitutes 
to policy-specific search functions (Objective 3) until an AODA-approved website 
remodel begins. 
Objective 7: Internal Document Distribution has been assigned to a member of the 
committee for review this year. 
Objective 8: All awards-related bylaws have been assigned to members of the 
committee for review this year. 
Overarching Vision 1 - Policy Review Record: All MSU policies have been archived in 
accordance with the number of years since revisions, review, and approval. As policies 
are rescinded and updated, so will the record. 
Overarching Vision 2 - Policy Review Schedule: A 5-year plan has taken effect, where 
20 policies are to be reviewed each year in accordance with the schedule. Currently, a 
calendar has been uploaded to review 2–3 policies every academic week, with 3 reviews 
completed as of Tuesday, November 26, 2019 and 5 expected to be complete by Friday, 
November 29, 2019. 
Policy Review Template: A new policy review template has been created to instill an 
efficient and targeted approach within the review process for members of the 
organization. Members of the committee have each been introduced to the template with 
some members already acquainted with its use through their own assigned reviews. 
Committee Meetings: Dates and times for committee meetings have been re-evaluated 
and revised. The internal governance committee will now meet every Friday from 
3:30pm-4:30pm, with attendance taken on a biweekly basis. 
 
PAST EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  
Clubs Policy Review: Committee members have surveyed policies in multiple Canadian 
universities to find novel additions to our club policies. 
Year-Plan: Please refer to the previous section. 
 
UPCOMING EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  
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Objective 1: Meeting frequency issues have been reviewed somewhat in committee 
time. Each issue will be clarified with the relevant committees as their policies undergo 
review. 
Objective 2: Through consultation with Maddison and other involved parties, position title 
updates will likely be updated by the end of the year to accurately represent information 
found in policies. This update has been tabled given recent interests in other objectives. 
Objective 4: As policies get consolidated, revised, and rescinded, the organizational 
scheme will receive more attention and stability. Once a few systems have been 
established, the committee will provide feedback and their insights reported to the SRA. 
Objective 5: Members of the committee agree upon the usefulness of Vote of 
Confidence measures for the SRA. While we now understand the feasibility of such a 
reform through our own research on SimplyVoting, we are now seeking out information 
on No Confidence and byelection procedures from other student unions. 
Objective 7: Internal Document Distribution has been added to the review schedule and 
will undergo review in line with our review calendar. 
Objective 8: Please refer to Objective 1. 
Objective 10: Refer to Objective 2. 
Clubs Policy: The committee has voted on two proposals to advocate for when 
they are submitted next term for SRA approval. Policies are currently under 
investigation to improve this process with meetings scheduled the week of 
November 25, 2019 to meet with various parties to discuss the details of various 
options. These options will likely not be put forward to the SRA until early January 
when consultations have largely finished. Those interested in rough clubs policy 
updates should contact me directly. 
 
CURRENT CHALLENGES  
Consultations: Many current projects will require high levels of consultation that continue 
to slow the review and revision process. 
Maintenance: Now that schedules have been formed, it will be challenging to keep 
everything on track given all the new tasks added to my portfolio since the year began. 
 
VOLUNTEERS (Standing Committees Only)  
Interests: Everyone has their own unique interests within the structure of the MSU that 
should produce a diversified scope of insight and improvement for the organization’s 
operations. Each member has brought a valuable perspective to our current discussions, 
particularly surrounding clubs administration. 
Role Delegation: Three members of the committee have volunteered for the role of 
secretary, under the pretense that they alternate between meetings. 
Meeting Frequency: New attendance accessibility will allow members to continue to 
participate at the same rate with additional opportunities to adapt their attendance with 
some flexibility. 
 
SUCCESSES  
Foundation/Schedule: A firm groundwork has been created to ensure the committee can 
hit the ground running without too much of a learning curve. Templates, searchable 
master documents, and a clear schedule will surely contribute to the group’s level of 
achievement throughout the year.’ 
Passion: Members of the committee seem involved in the issues at hand and willing to 
take on new tasks as they arise. 
 
OTHER 



N/A 
 
Kind regards, 
 
 
 
 
Graeme Noble 
AVP Internal Governance 
McMaster Students Union 
avpinternal@msu.mcmaster.ca  
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